
ELEVEN HOTEL BANGKOK CELEBRATES ITS
GRAND OPENING PARTY

Newly-opened hotel on Sukhumvit 11, “Eleven Hotel Bangkok” hosted its grand opening party under
the theme “Candlelight Beach” on 12 December 2019. The hotel has now been operating for 4
months and 11 days since 1 August 2019.
Over a hundred of guests attended and enjoyed live music, complimentary gifts, food and
refreshments, and grand prizes such as accommodation and dinning vouchers.
Upon guest arrival, they received a warm welcome from General Manager, Khun Thitichai
Intarasirisawat, the management team, and hotel associates. Guests were invited to the party venue
located on the 9th fl. rooftop Thai Me Up Restaurant & Bar.
The venue was transformed into a beach where it was decorated with sand, candles, lightbulbs, and
beach-related objects. “Candlelight Beach” was a key theme of the event as it was inspired by the
hotel’s interior design which represents lush aquatic plants, sea, and water droplets.
Thai and International cuisine were meticulously prepared by the hotel’s talented 26-year old sous
chef who has expertise in authentic and fusion Thai food. As well, the hotel surprised the guests with
a lucky draw activity and a huge number of prizes with a total value of over THB 60,000.
The grand opening party event ended magnificently with smiles and happiness from guests, hotel
management and associates. The hotel has been operating and serving every guests with its best
effort to provide the “leave the ordinary behind” service to all guests from around the world. Eleven
Hotel Bangkok is committed to continue providing its quality service to deliver the best stay
experience for hotel guests.

ABOUT ELEVEN HOTEL BANGKOK

With 188 cool and clean rooms, the urban sanctuary of Eleven Hotel brings modern sensibility to an
atmosphere of timeless comfort.
The hotel is strategically situated in the heart of Bangkok’s vibrant Sukhumvit Soi 11, and with
complimentary shuttle service to Nana BTS station, Eleven Hotel is surrounded by the some of the
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finest shopping centers, nightlife, and tourist attractions Bangkok has to offer.
The rooms feature chic, modern décor, letting the guests rest and relax in style. Their visual themes
are inspired by lush aquatic plants, sea flowers and water droplets, as well as resplendent golds that
evoke the rich history of Thailand. These plush rooms offer smooth relaxation, while our world-class
facilities deliver all the convenience a cosmopolitan traveler deserves.
Beside from the rooms, the hotel also has its own “Thai Me Up Restaurant & Bar” that specializes in
Thai fusion and Asian fusion cuisine, delivering exotic and traditional dishes with a modern,
international twist. Featuring plenty to please even the most sophisticated palates, our inspired
selection of meals will delight your senses. The signature dishes and drinks at this celebrated
restaurant can tell the story of Thailand by offering a full-flavored cultural experience.
Additionally, whatever your desires, our modern amenities; high-speed Wi-Fi internet access up to
100 Mbps (download speed) /100 Mbps (upload speed) for unlimited devices per room, 8-feet width
super king bed, 4-feet width single bed, 43-inch large smart TV, and 100% compact yarn cotton
bedding, along with our facilities; salt-chlorinated pool, steam room, gym, and shuttle service to
Nana BTS station will provide you with immaculate comfort as part of a meaningful and memorable
stay.

For more information about Eleven Hotel Bangkok, visit;
Website: www.elevenbangkok.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/11hotelbangkok
Instagram: www.instagram.com/11hotelbangkok


